
  

FOR   THE   EYES   OF   GOD’S   CHILDREN   
  

On   October   5   2011,   the   Northern   Outlook   newspaper   ran   a   story   titled   “Sculpture’s   Day   in   the   Sun   
Over.”   The   article   constituted   the   endpoint   of   months   of   debate   and   outrage   around   the   erection   of   
Llewelyn   Summers’    Ecce   Homo    outside   the   Rangiora   Library.   The   sculpture   was   of   Jesus   Christ,   
rendered   in   Summers’   distinctly   voluptuous   and   monumental   style.   In   a   community   where   
churchgoing   remains   widespread,   the   commission   of   such   a   sculpture   does   not   seem   out   of   place,   
yet   Summers’   exaggeration   of   the   actual   anatomy   of   the   sculpture   was   a   point   of   contention   that   
diagnosed   the   sticky   intersection   of   social   conservatism   and   Christianity   that   is   so   pervasive   in   the   
area.   From   the   beginning,   a   large   proportion   of   the   community   rallied   for   the   removal   of    Ecce   
Homo ,   to   get   it   gone,   out   of   sight,   somewhere   else,   away   and   out   of   here.   
  

I   think   of   the   statue   of   Jesus   in   the   opening   scene   of   Federico   Fellini’s    La   Dolce   Vita    (1960),   
strapped   up   and   hoisted   across   the   city   of   Rome   with   a   helicopter.   It   appears   miraculous,   a   marble   
Christ   figure   finally   ascending   from   the   banal   realm   of   mortality,   but   as   the   shot   extends,   the   
mechanics   of   technology   and   and   pop   culture   that   enclose   this   scene—   even,   enable   its   happening   
at   all—   show   Jesus   as   just   another   degraded   symbol   of   spirituality   and   moral   value   in   the   modern   
era.   Jesus,   too,   ogles   at   the   busty   Italian   women   in   bikinis   on   the   beach,   secured   under   his   arms   in   
the   bondage   of   the   lifting   gear.   In   flight,   Christ   is   more   undignified   and   objectified   than   ever.   
  

Brian   Hoult,   then-chair   of   the   Waimakariri   Community   Arts   council,   is   also   familiar   with   the   
practical   considerations   that   go   into   moving   a   monolithic   version   of   Jesus.   As   he   said   to   the   
Outlook   reporter,   “It   is   not   easy.   You   don’t   just   stick   it   on   a   local   freight   truck.   You’ve   got   to   get   the   
right   sort   of   truck.”   With   the   logistics   accounted   for,    Ecce   Homo    was   put   out   to   pasture   at   the   Tai   
Tapu   Sculpture   Garden,   some   sort   of   specialised   transport   arranged   to   keep   Jesus’s   ass   safe   on   the   
journey,   the   coda   to   another   people   against   public   art   episode   in   Aotearoa.   
  

In   her   essay   “Nostalgia   and   Its   Discontents,”   Svetlana   Boym   writes   “there   is   a   perception   that   as   a   
result   of   society’s   industrialisation   and   secularisation   beginning   in   the   19th   century,   a   certain   void   
of   social   and   spiritual   meaning   has   opened   up..   what   is   needed   is   a   secular   transformation   of   fatality   
into   continuity,   contingency   into   meaning.” 1    This   supposed   evacuation   of   shared   spiritual   or   moral   
values   was   at   the   crux   of   the   Rangiora   community’s   anxieties   around   Summers’   sculpture,   and   as   
such,   the   concerns   raised   about   the   obscene   nature   of   the   sculpture   were   not   really   about   the   
sculpture   itself.    Ecce   Homo    was   so   unsettling   because   it   diagnosed   a   broader   absence   of   any   shared   
set   of   values.   The   debate   reveals   a   desire   to   resist   the   kind   of   secular   transformations   that   Boym   
describes,   where   contingency   is   halted   before   meaning;   where   secularisation   has   occurred   but   its   
arrival   is   opposed.   In   this   context,   of   a   lack   of   meaningful   signs   and   symbols,   the   work   became   a   
teasing-out   point   to   regain   distinct   boundaries   of   right   and   wrong   in   response   to   concepts   of   
religion,   nudity,   art   and   intellectualism.   
  

The   introductory   chapter   of   Mark   Fisher’s    Capitalist   Realism ,   “It’s   Easier   to   Imagine   the   End   of   the   
World   Than   the   End   of   Capitalism,”   identifies   the   abandonment   of   public   space   as   characteristic   of   
complete   descent   into   an   ultra-authoritarian   and   Capitalist   dystopia. 2    The   library   is   still   a   visible  
public   space   in   most   municipal   areas,   apparently   symbolising   a   collective   public   desire   for   learning   
and   knowledge.   It   resides   in   the   public   consciousness   as   a   final   sacred   keeper   of   rational   thought   
and   quiet   industry,   a   valuable   cornucopia   for   society’s   self-defence,   against   its   own   self.   The   
presence   of   the   library   in   the   community   represents   a   space   for   congregation   outside   of   the   personal   
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domain   of   the   home,   an   environment   that   continues   to   assert   that   the   places   we   live   in   belong   to   all   
of   us.   To   abandon   the   library   indicates   a   transformation   of   the   civic   outdoors   into   disused   corridors   
that   we   may   only   traverse   in   order   to   move   from   one   privately   owned   property   to   another.     
  

The   critical   aspect   of   the   library   then,   is   that   it   is   able   to   resist   the   imposition   of   any   singular   system   
or   set   of   values,   including   those   that   uphold   it   as   a   space   of   enlightenment.   A   trespass   report   from   
Auckland   City   Libraries   divulges   a   range   of   activities   that   the   network   of   libraries   have   been   host   
to.   Masturbation,   taking   drugs   and   having   sex   were   included   in   the   list   of   things   that   have   resulted   
in   a   trespass   being   issued.   Importantly,   these   are   the   most   extreme   of   acts   that   people   were   caught   
in,   and   does   not   account   for   anything   that   might   be   carried   out   more   surreptitiously.   It   is   impossible   
to   overestimate   the   limitless   nature   of   a   relatively   anonymous   and   weakly   protected   connection   to   
the   internet.    
  

In   Rangiora,   the   positioning   of   Llewelyn   Summers’    Ecce   Homo    outside   the   library   courted   wide   
controversy   that   this   specifically   was   not   the   right   place   for   it—   that   it   was   a   sculpture   that   would   
be   acceptable   within   the   confines   of   an   art   gallery   or   museum,   but   that   outside   the   library,   to   see   
Christ   with   a   penis   was   inappropriate   and   lewd.   This   argument   was   often   obscured   by   an   
infantilising   and   reductive   rhetoric.   A   particularly   juvenile   letter   to   the   editor,   titled   “Youngster   
Logic,”   recounts   a   child   asking   his   mother,   about   the   sculpture   in   question,   “Why   is   that   man   
allowed   to   show   his   diddle   to   people?   Won’t   the   policeman   get   cross   with   him?”   In   her   letter,   the   
mother   agrees:   “hard   to   argue   with   that   point   when   we   teach   our   young   about   stranger   danger   and   
keeping   your   private   parts   exactly   that—   private.”     
  

Even   better,   the   contested   penis   was   ripe   and   inviting   for   local   teenagers   to   sheathe   with   a   condom   
on   a   regular   basis.   This   kind   of   engagement   with   the   sculpture   is   perhaps   what   most   critics   of   the   
work   were   anticipating   and   fearful   of.   Making   fun   of    Ecce   Homo    was   conflated   with   making   fun   of   
those   who   were   offended   by   the   sculpture’s   supposedly   sacrilegious   undertones.   As   Roger   Horrocks   
has   noted,   the   middle   New   Zealand   population   has   decided   that   art   should   be   serious   and   work   that   
is   intentionally   playful   or   ironic   is   interpreted   as   further   proof   that   artists   are   sneering   at   the   public,   
staging   an   in-joke   that   only   the   most   elite   are   party   to. 3    The   inverse   snare   of   this   is   that   such   critics   
also   presume   that   to   find    Ecce   Homo    humorous   (as   Summers   himself   did),   is   to   seem   like   they   don’t   
understand   it   either.     
  

Can   the   pleasured   engagement   of   art   be   castrated   for   the   salvation   of   taxpayer   dollars?   Here,   I   offer   
a   visual   mnemonic:   the   milky   colour   of   latex   stretched   across   a   rod   of   bronze   /   the   bursting   casing   
of   sizzler   blanching   in   a   glass   kettle.   
  
  
  

—   Jane   Wallace   
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